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Here you can find the menu of Hong Kong in Blaby. At the moment, there are 18 menus and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Amy Clarke likes about Hong Kong:

First time trying this Chinese takeaway as usually use a nearer takeaway. Was amazing and will definitely be our
go to Chinese in the future. Crispy chilli beef was best ever tasted read more. What John Batten doesn't like

about Hong Kong:
Cantonese sweet and Sour (NOT . I ordered Cantonese Chicken Sweet and Sour, which is supposed to be Spicy

sweet and sour. It wasn't spicy, just tasted like normal sweet and sour. The chicken was cooked to within a
millimetre of it's life (hard and barely edible . The fried rice had obviously been sitting there for a while. Huge

disappointment, as someone had recommended them. CASH ONLY (I wonder why? read more. Get excited in
Hong Kong from Blaby for versatile, fine Chinese cuisine that's traditionally cooked in a wok, and you may look
forward to the fine traditional seafood cuisine. Most menus are prepared in a short time for you and served,

You will not only have an impressive view of the deliciously prepared menus, but you will also be offered a great
view of some of the local sights.
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Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Chicke�
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

PRAWNS

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

BEEF

CHILI

SAUSAGE

SHRIMP

DUCK

MEAT
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